Why You Should Consider
DogecoinLabs In Your Portfolio
DogecoinLabs is a well-established and highly regarded venture in the rapidly expanding
digital assets industry and integrated decentralized world. It is transforming how people
invest in digital assets.
One of the components likely to work in Dogecoin Lab’s favor is its recent introduction into
the Metaverse and AI production.
The Metaverse and AI production represent an exciting, interactive virtual world, and
they’re portrayed as two of the most fantastic things in crypto. Still, the Metaverse and
artificial intelligence are only two arguments for considering Dogecoin Labs in your
portfolio.
Other key points include:

NFT Studio
DogecoinLabs is one of the world’s largest NFT studios, with a talented global workforce
consisting of designers and art experts. It is committed to the top-quality and exceptional
design and production of NFT collectibles.
The project has secured funding for a minimum of 8 million production items by promising
80% of the coin supply in a particular escrow account. The leading cause is to develop
1,000,000 collectibles a year.
This exclusive escrow account is for four years. Any coins released from the escrow
account will be sent to the zero accounts to be burned out entirely.

AI Production
Dogecoin Labs has increased its AI production capability using the latest and most
advanced technology. iNFTs (non-fungible intelligence) is one of the most revolutionary
steps of NFTs.

Non-fungible intelligence has quickly caught the attention as more people understand that
the future of the Metaverse and decentralized economies will soon move to this high-tech
knowledge.
iNFTs symbolize the property of a character, symbol, art, or virtual land and the holding of
artificial intelligence. Intelligent non-fungible items allow you to interact, learn, and grow
over time.

Play-to-Earn Games
One of the most attractive features of Dogecoin Labs is its path to develop the most
advanced and rewarding play-to-earn games and other Metaverse Apps.
Play-to-earn games are lucrative for players and developers. Players can earn money
while developers expand their designs and get more revenue as the ecosystem grows.

10% Distribution in the form of BNB Binance Native Token
The unique hyper deflationary coin structure of Dogecoin Labs offers coin holders 10%
distribution in the form of BNB Binance Native Tokens on an hourly basis with no risk by
collecting the tokens and storing them in a DeFi platform which over time is going to burst.
Besides, 50% of the NFT’s 10% royalty revenue will be used to buy back coins at the open
market and burn them permanently. This process will result in a higher appreciation for
Dogecoin Labs.

Dogecoin Labs Building a Successful Path
DogecoinLabs is building a successful path as it’s raging in popularity today. The project is
in the direction of designing more than one million NFT collectibles annually.
The total funding for up to eight million NFT collectibles is in place, and no further
borrowing or fundraising is needed for the entire production.
People considering Dogecoin Labs in their portfolio can rest assured that all NFT
collectibles are fully secured and stored in IPFS files with one of the most reliable
providers in the industry.
The ultimate goal of the venture is to create magnitude and sustainable cash flow, which
will enhance token holders’ value.

